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EU-Serbia Stabilisation and Association Parliamentary Committee

MINUTES
of the 8th meeting of the

EU-SERBIA STABILISATION AND ASSOCIATION
PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE

Strasbourg, 13-14 June 2018

The meeting began on 13 June, at 15:00, with the opening remarks of Mr Eduard KUKAN, Chair of the
European Parliament delegation to the EU-Serbia Stabilisation and Association Parliamentary
Committee (SAPC).

Mr KUKAN welcomed the delegation of the National Assembly of the Republic of Serbia, led by Mr
Vladimir ORLIĆ, as well the other distinguished guests: Ms Emilia KRALEVA, Deputy-Minister of
Foreign Affairs on behalf of the Bulgarian Presidency-in-Office of the Council, Ms Genoveva RUIZ
CALAVERA, Director for Western Balkans at DG NEAR on behalf of the European Commission, Ms
Anja ROVIĆ, State Secretary of the Ministry of European Integration of the Republic of Serbia, and Mr
Eduard AUER, Head of the Western Balkans Division on behalf of the European External Action
Service.

In his opening remarks, Mr KUKAN welcomed the fact that this was the third SAPC taking place within
one year, additionally noting that this is indeed the ‘year of chance’ for the Western Balkans. He
appreciated the credible membership perspective that was offered to Serbia following the release of the
Strategy by the Commission in February 2018 and took note of the little time there is left for Serbia to
conclude the accession process if it indeed intends to join by 2025. Mr KUKAN offered a reading of the
progress made by Serbia in the last couple of years and noted that further progress is necessary,
especially in the field of Rule of Law and foreign policy alignment, but also welcomed the progress that
had been made in other fields, such as in the normalization of relations with Pristina and regarding
economic reforms.

The Co-Chair, Mr ORLIĆ, also welcomed the 8th SAPC as a forum for quality discussions on Serbia’s
EU accession trajectory. He noted that support for the EU remains high in Serbia, with most citizens
also acknowledging the value of the reforms carried out. Mr ORLIĆ recognised the European Parliament
as a strong ally in this process and welcomed the work that was done in advance on the drafting of a
joint declaration. Concerning the EU-facilitated dialogue, Mr ORLIĆ regretted recent events and called
upon Pristina to show more goodwill in the process.

1. Adoption of the draft agenda

The draft agenda was adopted without any amendments, in the same form as the draft document.

2. Adoption of the draft minutes of the 7th EU-Serbia SAPC meeting

The draft minutes were adopted with no amendments, in the same form as the draft document.



3. State of play of the accession negotiations and the EU-Serbia relations, in the presence of
representatives of the Serbian Government, the current Presidency of the Council of the EU, the
European Commission and the European External Action Service

Ms KRALEVA reaffirmed the European perspective of the Western Balkans and recalled the important
role played by the Bulgarian Presidency-in-Office in the first half of 2018, highlighting the Sofia
Summit. She called upon Serbia to step up its efforts to promote the European Union at home, as public
support in Serbia for EU accession is relatively low compared to the rest of region. She noted that the
pace of accession will depend on crucial Rule of Law reforms and progress made within the context of
the EU-facilitated dialogue with Pristina. Ms KRALEVA also welcomed the efforts made to tackle
irregular migration and the improved cooperation with international tribunals. She concluded that the
window of opportunity remains open for Serbia as long as shortcomings are addressed, and that it is up
to Serbia and the other countries of the region to take advantage of the current momentum.

Ms RUIZ CALAVERA called the current period for the Western Balkans ‘decisive,’ thereby referring
to the historical accord between the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and Greece and the
positive momentum across the entire region. She noted the ‘frontrunner’ status that the Commission
attributed to Serbia and to Montenegro and argued that Serbia can set its own pace in the accession
process by accelerating reforms. She additionally stated that Rule of Law remains a top priority for the
Commission, as well as the revision of the constitution. Ms RUIZ CALAVERA mentioned the practice
of using urgent procedures in parliament and called for proper parliamentary practice in line with
European standards. In terms of economic development, she welcomed the economic growth and the
progress made in terms of connectivity, outlining the ‘Peace Highway’ between Nis and Durres as a key
project. She concluded by stating that the citizens of Serbia should be made more aware of how the EU
is ahead of other donors and continues to be Serbia’s strongest partner.

Ms ROVIĆ strongly appreciated the interest in Serbia and the opening of two new negotiation chapters
later in June. She additionally called upon the EU to revitalize and rejuvenate itself, because a stronger
EU means a more effective enlargement policy. She recalled the submission of draft constitutional
amendments to the Venice Commission, which was an inclusive process involving many stakeholders
and noted that Serbia is stepping up its efforts to implement the new media strategy. Ms ROVIĆ also
discussed several laws that are currently being redrafted, such as the Law on the Anti-Corruption Agency
and the Law on the National Council of National Minorities. Regarding the dialogue with Pristina, she
criticised Pristina for obstructing the process, specifically referring to the non-establishment of the
Community of Serb Municipalities and the recent arrest of Marko Đurić.

Mr AUER welcomed the intensification of relations between the European Union and Southeastern
Europe and recalled that the leaders of the three main EU institutions visited Serbia recently. The EU-
facilitated dialogue is one important element of the EEAS’ engagement, and Mr AUER stressed that the
HRVP remains committed to facilitating the dialogue and reaching a legally binding agreement in the
form of a comprehensive settlement, also reiterating that all earlier reached agreements should be fully
implemented. Mr AUER further underlined his concern about recent developments in granting visas to
citizens of EU black-listed countries, as this might pose a security risk to the EU. He finally welcomed
the continued Serbian contribution to military exercises and peace-keeping missions, as well as Serbia’s
participation in the bilateral Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) dialogue. He however also
emphasized that the low level of alignment with CFSP declarations and actions is an important matter
that needs to be addressed progressively.

In the ensuing debate, the recently drafted European Parliament Draft Report on Serbia was presented
by the EP Rapporteur, Mr MCALLISTER. MEPs appreciated the attention granted to the region over
the last year, noting that this has had a positive effect on the pace of reforms. The MEPs agreed that EU
membership would provide for stability in Serbia and would help the country move forward in many
ways; the MEPs however also agreed that this message should be adequately forwarded to the Serbian
public by the Serbian authorities. Representatives from the National Assembly emphasized the situation



regarding the Rule of Law in the country and discussed the use of urgent procedures in Parliament and
the excessive filing of amendments to proposed laws. The MPs also agreed that the arrest of Marko
Đurić formed a major setback for Belgrade-Pristina relations.

Participants in the discussion were: Mr MCALLISTER (MEP, Rapporteur for Serbia), Mr VAJGL
(MEP), Mr HÖKMARK (MEP), Mr ĐURIĆ (MP), Ms MARJANOVIĆ (MP), Mr ORLIĆ (MP, Co-
Chair), and Ms MARKOVIĆ (MP).

4. Developments under the Negotiating Chapter 23, including judiciary, constitutional reform,
fundamental rights and freedom of media

Particular emphasis was given during this session to the main challenges in Serbia’s EU accession
process falling under Chapter 23, including judiciary, constitutional reform, fundamental rights and
freedom of media. The lack of effective oversight mechanisms by the legislative branch and the overuse
of urgent procedures in parliament were also brought up as focal areas where improvement is necessary.
MEPs additionally highlighted recent positive developments regarding the training of judges, discussed
the future constitutional identity envisaged by Serbia, and called for further protection of vulnerable
groups and national minorities. The financial independence of NGO’s working in the field of
fundamental rights was also brought up as a point of concern for some MEPs.

MPs expressed their concern that following constitutional amendments, bodies such as the High Judicial
Council and the State Prosecutorial Council would effectively outflank the National Assembly, further
diminishing its powers. The progress made towards an independent judiciary was discussed, with MPs
stressing that this is an important subject to tackle, regardless of the formal EU negotiation process.
Furthermore, MPs explored the dynamic between the Constitutional Court and the Supreme Court of
Cessation in light of the distribution of power. Regarding fundamental rights, the action plans aimed at
improving the rights of minorities were discussed, with MPs stressing the importance of having an
inclusive process that takes into account the perspectives of all national minorities. Finally, MPs
disagreed on the extent to which Serbia’s media environment allows for free and critical reporting.
Representatives from the National Assembly refuted the notion that there is limited media freedom,
citing the popularity of several platforms critical of the government and asserting that it is the level of
media freedom in the EU that has been dwindling instead over recent years.

Participants in the discussion were: Mr DELI (MEP), Mr SCHÖPFLING (MEP), Mr COLOMBIER
(MEP), Mr WAITZ (MEP), Mr JOVANOVIĆ (MP), Ms MARJANOVIĆ (MP), Mr ĐURIĆ (MP), Ms
KOVÁCS (MP, Vice-Chair), Ms STOJKOVIĆ (MP), and Mr ŠORMAZ (MP).

5. Developments in Economy

Mr BOGOVIĆ (MEP) presented a regional overview of economic growth, noting that Serbia still has to
catch up with the EU member states, but that Serbia is close to achieving the necessary economic
parameters for EU membership. The labour market, youth unemployment, ageing population and
subsequent brain drain were also discussed, though it was emphasized that the situation has visibly
improved recently, and that there are valuable lessons to be learned from the experiences of member
states such as Bulgaria, Romania and Poland.

Several MPs underlined Serbia’s recent positive economic developments and robust economic growth,
also citing rises in net wages, foreign trade, and foreign direct investment (FDI). It was observed that
Serbia attracts most FDIs in the region and that the quality of foreign investments remains high. Capital
investments such as the Corridor X and the highway to Montenegro were also discussed, as well as a
new agreement that was reached with the International Monetary Fund, which was expected to further
stimulate the Serbian economy.



Other MPs highlighted the role played by external factors, such as the global decrease in gas prices,
questioning whether the economic achievements mentioned earlier reflected the quality of living in
Serbia. Particular attention was granted to the issue of youth unemployment and the subsequent brain
drain. Distant opinions were expressed about economic parameters, including incomes, privatization of
state companies, unemployment rate, GDP growth rate etc. The need for further improvement of the IT
sector, dual education, digitalization and the quality of life in the rural areas was also brought up.

Participants in the discussion were: Mr BOGOVIĆ (MEP), Ms STOJKOVIĆ (MP), Mr ĐURIĆ (MP),
Mr MIJATOVIĆ (MP), Mr STOJMIROVIĆ (MP), and Mr ŠORMAZ (MP).

6. Recent developments in relations between Belgrade and Pristina

In the presence of Kosovo* Rapporteur Mr Igor ŠOLTES, a debate was held on the current state of play
in the EU-facilitated dialogue between Belgrade and Pristina. Representatives from the National
Assembly noted the willingness of Serbia to engage in a constructive dialogue with the authorities in
Pristina, but also stressed that this engagement is contingent on Pristina adopting the same stance. MPs
criticized EU institutions for not acknowledging that Pristina is obstructing the dialogue process and
hindering reconciliation. Although the Brussels Agreement was welcomed as a courageous attempt at
solving outstanding disagreements, MPs argued that non-implementation by Pristina undermines the
agreement’s merit. Especially the non-establishment of the Association of Serb Municipalities was
criticized in this regard. MPs also stated that Serbs in Kosovo continue to live under difficult
circumstances, imposed upon them by Pristina authorities.

Mr ŠOLTES acknowledged that implementation of the Brussels Agreement had been slow, and also
noted that eventually, a final compromise would need to be found in order to settle outstanding disputes.
High-level meetings between the political leaders in Belgrade and Pristina continued despite some
serious setbacks in the last year, which the Rapporteur welcomed as a sign of continued EU engagement.
He urged both parties involved in the EU-facilitated dialogue to start sending across positive messages,
as both parties criticized the other for not following up on earlier made promises. Mr ŠOLTES also
argued that economic cooperation would yield beneficial impact for both, as it would help improve
living standards in Kosovo and could give a positive impulse to the dialogue.

Mr KUKAN, Chair of the EP Delegation, though understanding of the frustrations voiced, regretted the
negativity expressed during the session. He observed that negative messages with regard to
EU-facilitated dialogue are frequently broadcasted by mass media in Serbia, which often intolerably
attack Mr ŠOLTES in his capacity as EP Rapporteur for Kosovo. Mr KUKAN stressed that in the end
both sides will have to make concessions in order to find a mutually acceptable solution.

Participants in the discussion were: Mr KUKAN (MEP, Chair), Mr ŠOLTES (MEP, Rapporteur for
Kosovo), Mr JAKOVČIĆ (MEP), Mr STOJMIROVIĆ (MP), Mr MIJATOVIĆ (MP), Mr JOVANOVIĆ
(MP), Mr ORLIĆ (MP, Co-Chair).

7. Foreign, security and defense policies and cooperation

The session on foreign, security, and defense policies and cooperation focused on a study presented by
Christopher A. HARTWELL, Fellow at the Warsaw-based Center for Social and Economic Research
(CASE). The study, entitled "Serbia’s Cooperation with China, the EU, Russia, and the United States of
America" and based on a request by the Committee on Foreign Affairs (AFET), explores Serbia’s
foreign policy alignments by looking at foreign aid, trade, FDI, and security and defense. Mr
HARTWELL assessed Serbia’s foreign policy to be contingent on long-term, medium-term, and short-
term considerations which are often at odds with one another. One of the study’s main conclusions was

* This designation is without prejudice to positions on status, and is in line with UNSCR 1244 and ICJ Advisory
opinion on the Kosovo declaration of independence.



that the perception of foreign aid in Serbia is often at odds with real data, as the EU remains the largest
donor in Serbia but is rarely perceived as such.

MEPs acknowledged the findings of the study and stressed the need for higher level of alignment with
EU foreign policy (52% according to the latest Commission report). They reminded Serbia of the need
to progressively align its foreign policy prior to EU accession. MPs shared some of the findings of the
study, for example with regard to Serbia’s continuous commitment to EU peacekeeping missions and
its engagement in joint exercises with NATO. They also commented on relations with the Russian
Federation, noting that Serbia and Russia enjoy historically warm ties, and that issues such as Russian
energy dependence make it more difficult for Serbia to support Western sanctions against it. It was
finally observed that Serbia fully supports the territorial integrity of Ukraine and that perceptions about
donor aid are not easy to change; both MPs and MEPs were confident however that Serbian citizens
started to recognize the EU as Serbia’s main donor.

Participants in this discussion were: Mr KUKAN (MEP, Chair), Ms STOJKOVIĆ (MP), Ms
FILIPOVSKI (MP), and Mr ŠORMAZ (MP).

8. Adoption of recommendations

A joint declaration was adopted after a careful review of the submitted amendments.

9. Any other business

No other business was discussed.

10. Date and place of the next SAPC meeting

The 9th meeting of the EU-Serbia Stabilisation and Association Parliamentary Committee is scheduled
to take place on 29-30 October 2018 in Belgrade, Serbia.

The meeting was closed on 14 June 2018, at 11:07.


